This note is a supplementary paragraph to our preceding paper IV [1], Our aim here is to relate the field operators in [1], constructed directly from the commutation relations, to the known models of Lagrangian field theory in two space-time dimensions; namely the Federbush model ([2]) and the massless Thirring model ([3]). In fact this connection has been known in the literature ([4] [5]), which we have come to know only lately. We wish to thank Professor N. Nakanishi for drawing our attention to the articles [5] [6] . As such, the content of this note is not essentially new, except for the exact computation of the n-point functions for the Federbush model (see § 3).
In the sequel we adopt the following convention:
(1.3) r°= . , .
-i I \-i I \ -i
The free current j ± (x) and pseudo-current /* (x) are, by definition,
•+/\ -r-~+ / \ /* / \ ; /\
j-(x) = T J ~ (x) = : (p£ (x) (fj ± (x) :.
Let now (pp(a) =^(a; /', I") be a field operator satisfying the following commutation relations with the free fields:
)^y (#) if JT"^<^^+ and x )^jr(#) if jc ^># + and jr""<C[^~ .
In the case /" -0 this type of operator has been constructed in [1] ( (4. 3. 67), (4. 3. 68) with I shifted by a half odd integer). The general case is obtained by multiplying e~2" tl " N with <p F (a; V -I" + 1/2) in [1] , where N= 1 dtt :</>*( -u) ((>(u) :. The result reads as follows.
(1.6) <p r (a;l',l"}=: ,»<•"'.«•>/»:
Formulas needed to derive (1. 6) are given in the Appendix. Note that the ft-point functions for <p F (a;r,l") 9 s are essentially those in IV In particular, assuming 0<U'-Z"|<l/2 we have from (1. 7)~(1. 10)
( we may verify the microcausality for
anticommute for spacelike seperation of variables.
(2) Current. Formally the current for W f (x) is given by J"/ (x)
<p r i(x', -I', -l";m t )v fl (x; I', I"; m,).
The second factor, if it has a meaning, should again be an element of the Clifford group whose induced rotation is 1. It is natural therefore to regard this factor as a constant. Thus we identify the interacting currents with the free ones-. J* (x) ==j% (x) (a = 1,11). where the product of the right hand side is defined through the point separating limit (1. 13). This shows that
The second equation of (2. 2) is checked similarly. ( -u) ) represents a creation operator of out out particle a (resp. anti-particle a) with momentum p l .) Then we find That is, the 5-matrices are energy independent constants, but they do depend on from which direction the two particles approach each other.
This has been first noted in [5] . It is easy to see by using (3. 3) (3.6) that a general aS-matrix element factorizes into a product of 2-body 5-matrices ("factorization property", [5] ) :
(3. 13) \aiPi, -, a n pn>out = Il St,t(aiPi 9 Here we follow the analogue of Section 2 for the (massless) Thirring model defined through the Lagrangian In accordance with this fact, the operator solution for (4. 1) is obtained by modifying the operators constructed in II [7] which are regarded as massless limits of those in IV [1] .
Let </>* (x) , </> (x) be free f ermion operators in one dimension (II [7] 
tl ' (x r + * 0) ''-" 2n; x-x'-iO which enjoys the property
Setting j(x) =(p*(x)tp(x) we find that . Let W=V t @y be an orthogonal vector space and its holonomic decomposition ( [10] ). We assume that it is also equipped with a "charge structure"; namely W admits an orthogonal decomposition W'*@W into isomorphic copies W* = W of an orthogonal space W v =V /t @V / , so that one has the "charge operator" N characterized by the following properties :
(A. 
